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Spintronics uses the spin of electrons to encode, store, process 
and transmit data and was established on the basis of magneto-
transport effects such as giant magnetoresistance (GMR)1,2 and 

tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR)3,4, which occur in spin valves 
and magnetic tunnel junctions. These device structures consist of 
two conductive ferromagnetic layers separated by a non-magnetic 
metal layer (a spin valve) or an insulator layer (a magnetic tunnel 
junction). The magnetoresistance causes a relatively low or high 
resistance state to occur when the two magnetic layers are parallel 
or antiparallel, respectively. Magnetic tunnel junctions have become 
key components in hard disk drives5 and magnetic random access 
memories (MRAMs) for information storage6,7.

Like electron spins, magnons (quasiparticles formed from the 
collective spins of magnetically ordered systems) are capable of 
transmitting spin angular momenta over long distances. In insu-
lating ferromagnetic8–12 and antiferromagnetic13–16 materials, they 
are the only angular momentum carriers. Notably, unlike electron 
spins, magnons avoid moving electron charge, so spin propagation 
is free of Joule heating and is intrinsically energy efficient.

Several magnon-based devices have been proposed and demon-
strated17. Magnon valves18 and magnon junctions16 (MJs) based on 
yttrium iron garnet (Y3Fe5O12, YIG), with the structures YIG/Au/
YIG and YIG/NiO/YIG, respectively, have been fabricated. With 
these devices it has been shown that magnon currents can transmit 
through the entire structure, such that the spin Seebeck signal19,20 
observed at one of the interfaces is either the sum or difference of the 
contributions from the two magnetic layers, depending on whether 
the two magnetizations are aligned parallel or antiparallel. More 
recently, it was reported that precessing YIG at its ferromagnetic res-
onance in a YIG/CoO/Co spin valve pumps a spin current into the 
Co layer across the CoO layer, and the magnitude of the inverse spin 

Hall voltage produced by the spin current depends on the relative 
orientation of the YIG and Co magnetization21. The above magnon 
valve18 and the YIG/CoO/Co spin valve structure21 can func-
tion as magnon transistors which control magnon/spin current22. 
Furthermore, another kind of magnon transistor has been demon-
strated in which magnon conductance can be effectively modulated 
by a gate current22–24 via magnon generation or annihilation25.

In a bilayer system such as a layer of platinum on YIG, depend-
ing on the magnetic orientation of the YIG, there also exists a mag-
netoresistance effect called the spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR). 
An applied current in platinum can generate a spin current with its 
polarization in the plane of the layer and orthogonal to the applied 
current (known as the spin Hall effect, SHE)26,27. The induced spin 
current in turn produces a charge current in the direction opposed 
to the applied current (this is known as the inverse SHE), and so the 
spin current becomes an additional source of resistance. However, 
an accumulation of spins can occur near the interface, generating a 
diffusion spin current that flows opposite to the induced spin cur-
rent. The net spin current is thus reduced and the resistance is low-
ered28,29. This is the cause of the SMR: when the spin polarization 
of the spin current is perpendicular to the YIG magnetization, spin 
accumulation is lowered due to spin-transfer torque and the resis-
tance is thus highest. When the spin polarization of the spin current 
is parallel to the YIG magnetization, transfer of the electron spin 
current to the magnon current of YIG occurs10,22–24,30 and the mag-
nitude of the spin accumulation depends on the detail of the spin 
conductance of the interface. SMR is considered an interface effect, 
dependent only on the relative orientation of the electric current 
and the magnetization at the contact.

In this Article, we show that the resistance of platinum in such 
heterostructures is dependent on the magnetization direction of 
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the contacting YIG, as well as on the magnetization of another YIG 
layer separated by a NiO spacer (Fig. 1). The orientation of the two 
YIG magnetizations changes the effective magnon conductance 
across the junction. In the antiparallel (AP) state, the conductance 
is higher, leading to lower spin accumulation and a higher resistance 
in the platinum than in the parallel (P) state. We term this effect the 
magnonic nonlocal spin Hall magnetoresistance (MNSMR).

Measurement of the spin Seebeck effect and SMR
Figure 2a presents the hysteresis loop of a YIG(100)/NiO(10)/
YIG(60 nm) MJ. Sharp transitions indicate the reversal of top (T) and 
bottom (B) YIG magnetization. Based on our previous work16, it is 
known that the B-YIG, which was grown epitaxially on a Gd3Ga5O12 
(GGG) substrate, has smaller coercivity than the T-YIG. Figure 2b 
shows the resistance change ΔR of a platinum layer on the MJ as a 
constant magnetic field rotates in three different planes. The applied 
magnetic field, H, of 1 T completely saturates both YIG layers in 
the field direction. If applied current, I, flows in the x direction, the 
SHE dictates that the polarization of spin chemical potential (μPt) 
is along the y axis for the spin current flowing perpendicular to the 
layers. If H rotates in the xoz plane such that the field is always per-
pendicular to μPt, we find ΔR = 0. When H rotates in the other two 
planes, the angle between μPt and the YIG magnetization varies and 
ΔR oscillates with a period of 180°. These observations are standard 
characteristics of the SMR effect.

To allow the two YIG layers to present a variable relative mag-
netization direction, we swept a magnetic field Hy along the y axis. 
We first examined the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) of the described 
MJs. A temperature gradient was applied perpendicular to the lay-
ers by sourcing a heating current (Iheat). The voltage (VSSE) on the 
platinum stripe along the x axis was measured (Fig. 2c), as previ-
ously reported16. The VSSE signal shows the magnon valve effect and 
receives contributions from both YIG layers: when the YIG layers 
are parallel (antiparallel), the magnon current arriving at the plati-
num layer is the sum (difference) of the magnon currents from the 
two YIG layers. P and AP states are marked in Fig. 2c by unshaded 
and shaded regions, respectively. The Hy dependence of VSSE and 
dVSSE/dHy clearly captures the coercivity Hc of the MJ. When the 
NiO spacer has a thickness of 30 nm, the magnon current from  
the B-YIG decays almost completely in the NiO, and thus reversal of 
the B-YIG does not affect VSSE (Fig. 2d).

Measurement of the MNSMR of platinum on the  
magnon junction
The above magnon valve effect unambiguously shows that  
magnon current is capable of propagating through the entire MJ.  

To investigate magnetization-dependent magnon transport 
inside the MJ, we measured the resistance of the platinum layer. 
As expected from the conventional SMR, the resistance is lowest 
at a high magnetic field, Hy. When the field reduces, magnetiza-
tion of the T-YIG gradually deviates from the y direction and the 
platinum resistance increases. Notably, there is a sharp jump in 
the resistance, with a typical magnitude of MR ≡ (RAP − RP)/RP of 
5.1 × 10−4% at 100 K, at the Hc of the B-YIG (Fig. 3a). For a thicker 
NiO layer (30 nm), the resistance jump does not occur (Fig. 3b). The  
Hy dependence of ΔRSMR in Fig. 3a is decomposed into two parts  
(for details of the decomposition procedure see Supplementary 
Section 1) and is shown in Fig. 3c. The blue curve represents the 
conventional SMR of the T-YIG/Pt bilayer. The red curve singles 
out the response of the resistance jump to the reversal of the B-YIG 
and has a similar dependence as the GMR and TMR effects.

elimination of magnetic coupling mechanisms
To address the origin of the resistance jump we first eliminated the 
possibility of magnetic coupling between the T-YIG and B-YIG lay-
ers (where reversal of the B-YIG layer changes the effective field 
experienced by the T-YIG layer) by estimating the magnetic cou-
pling field Hex needed to generate the observed resistance jump. The 
effective field on the T-YIG just before and after the B-YIG switch-
ing is Hc − Hex and Hc + Hex, where Hc is the coercivity of the B-YIG 
and the net change in the effective field is 2Hex. Extrapolating the 
curve of the platinum resistance with magnetic field before the 
switching, we find that the net change of the effective field must 
reach over 40 Oe; that is, a magnetic coupling of at least 20 Oe is 
needed to explain the observed magnitude of the resistance jump 
(Fig. 3d). A more detailed evaluation of the magnetic coupling is 
provided in Supplementary Section 2.

To assess whether such a strong coupling is possible, minor SSE 
loops were measured (Fig. 3e). The Hc of the B-YIG can be obtained 
from different minor loops from the rate of the SSE signal with respect 
to the magnetic field, dVSSE/dHy (Fig. 3f). The offset field (Hb) of the 
minor loops for the B-YIG was identified as (Hc+ + Hc−)/2. Non-zero 
Hb represents coupling due to either the exchange bias with NiO or 
from the magnetic coupling with the T-YIG. The contribution to 
Hb due to the magnetic coupling and due to the exchange bias does 
and does not, respectively, depend on the initial direction of the 
T-YIG. By analysing the Hb data, we find the coupling field expe-
rienced by the B-YIG (T-YIG) is −1.8 Oe (−3.2 Oe), which is about 
one order of magnitude smaller than that required to produce the 
MNSMR signal discussed earlier. Antiferromagnetic Hb = −3.4 Oe 
of the B-YIG was also determined by minor loops of M–H hyster-
esis at 100 K (Supplementary Section 3). To further highlight the 
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Fig. 1 | Schematics of the YiG/Nio/YiG/Pt heterostructure and the MNSMR effect. a,b, Spin (magnon) accumulation in the P (low resistive) state  
(a) and AP (high resistive) state (b) is shown schematically with red (blue) scale. Magnetization of the top (T) and bottom (B) YIG layers is represented 
by yellow and green arrows, respectively. Light blue arrows represent magnon current injected into the T-YIG at the Pt/T-YIG interface. The effective 
magnon conductance is lower for the P state than for the AP state, leading to a larger spin accumulation at the platinum interface. Consequently, an 
MNSMR effect occurs where the platinum layer has a lower resistance for the P state than for the AP state.
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influence of any possible magnetic coupling, we measured the SSE 
and magnon magnetoresistance of a GGG//YIG(100)/SiO2(10)/
YIG(60)/Pt(10 nm) structure, which fully blocks any magnon cur-
rent. The control sample only exhibited spin Seebeck voltage and 
ordinary SMR from the T-YIG (Supplementary Section 4). These 
results all indicate that magnetic coupling is not responsible for the 
resistance jump at Hc of the B-YIG.

We also measured the magnetoresistance at different currents 
and found no dependence on current polarity and magnitude 
(Supplementary Section 5), indicating neither heating nor unidirec-
tional magnetoresistance31 as possible origins of the abnormal resis-
tance jump at Hc of the B-YIG in Fig. 3a. Furthermore, an MNSMR 
effect is observed at different temperatures, from 25 K to 325 K, in 
the YIG/NiO/YIG/Pt MJs (Supplementary Section 6), as well as in 
other material systems when tested in YIG/CoO/YIG/Pt and YIG/
Au/YIG/Pt structures (Supplementary Section 7), indicating that 
the MNSMR effect is a universal phenomenon of magnon valves. 
The SMR measured at 100 K is also insensitive to field-cooling pro-
tocols, probably due to the very low blocking temperature of 15 K for 
the interface between NiO and B-YIG (Supplementary Section 8).

Phenomenological model of MNSMR
We propose that the observed resistance jump is due to the magnon 
valve effect, where the resistance of the platinum layer depends on 
the magnetic configuration of both top and bottom YIG layers. The 
spin current from the platinum layer converts to the magnon cur-

rent at the interface, subsequently propagates into the insulating MJ 
and finally decays in it. During this process, the spin relaxation rates 
in different parts of the layers control the steady-state spin accu-
mulation at the interface. If we introduce an effective spin-magnon 
conductance at the interface, Gs, and an effective magnon conduc-
tance of the MJ, Gmj, we may approximately connect the spin current 
at the two sides of the interface between Pt and the T-YIG via the 
spin current continuity equation:

θje � D
∂μ

∂x
¼ G�1

s þ G�1
mj

� ��1
μ

where θ is the spin Hall angle and D is the diffusion constant 
of Pt, je is the electric current density and µ is the spin chemical 
potential (or spin accumulation) at the interface. Assuming a simple 
exponential form of the chemical potential, ∂μ∂x ¼

μ
λ

I
, the above equa-

tion leads to the spin accumulation:

μ ¼ θje
Dλ�1þGt

G�1
t ¼ ðG�1

s þ G�1
mj Þ

The effective magnon conductance Gmj depends on the entire MJ 
configuration, which gives rise to a different value for the P and 
AP states. Our experimental result requires that the effective Gmj is 
larger for the AP state than for the P state.
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Fig. 2 | Magnetic and SSe characteristics of the MJ. a, My–Hy hysteresis (My, magnetization) of a YIG/NiO(10 nm)/YIG magnon junction. b, SMR 
measurement of the MJ/Pt system. ΔR ≡ R(angle) − R(angle = 0). A 1 T field was applied to saturate the magnetization of the YIG layers along the field 
direction. c, Spin Seebeck voltage VSSE (black) and its field differential dVSSE/dHy (red) of the MJ as a function of Hy. d, VSSE and dVSSE/dHy results for a  
YIG/NiO(30 nm)/YIG MJ with a thicker NiO spacer layer.
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Although the above simple model could qualitatively explain our 
observation, a quantitative comparison between theory and experi-
ment would involve detailed transport of thermal magnons in the 
MJ. If the magnon diffusion model is used for each layer in the MJ, 
we find that Gmj is always larger for the P state, similar to the spin 
diffusion model for electron spins in the conventional metallic spin 
valve and magnetic tunnel junction that yields a larger spin conduc-
tance for the P state. To interpret the smaller effective magnon con-
ductance Gmj for the P state in the MJ than for the AP state, the theory 
must be extended beyond the simple magnon diffusion approach. 
The result Gmj,AP > Gmj,P can be interpreted in another way by treating 
the B-YIG/NiO/T-YIG MJ, as a whole, as a single magnon sink. At 
the steady state, injected magnon current across the Pt/T-YIG inter-
face should be equal to the non-equilibrium magnon relaxation rate 
inside the MJ. The result RAP > RP means that the MJ in the AP state 
has a stronger magnon relaxation capability than in the P state. The 
stronger magnon relaxation may result from stronger magnon scat-
tering for the AP state. Further theoretical investigations are needed 
to better understand the microscopic magnon scattering and  
relaxation mechanisms inside MJs.

Conclusions
We have reported a magnetoresistance in platinum/MJ hetero-
structures. In contrast to SMR, this MNSMR comes from magnon 
conductance across the MJ and is dependent on the orientation 
of both the top and bottom YIG layers, with the AP state having 
a higher effective conductance value than the P state. The higher 
magnon current reduces the spin accumulation at the platinum 
interface, leading to a higher inverse SHE opposed to the cur-
rent and a higher resistance. MNSMR is a nonlocal spin transport 

effect where the electron transport is limited to the platinum layer, 
whereas the magnetic configuration change occurs in an entirely 
insulating YIG/NiO/YIG MJ. Analogous to TMR and GMR devices, 
this magnon-based magnetoresistance could potentially be used  
in spintronic and magnonic devices to control spin/magnon cur-
rent, but without Joule heating, and could thus provide superior 
energy efficiencies.

Methods
The MJ stacks (YIG(100)/NiO(10)/YIG(60 nm) and YIG(100)/CoO(10)/
YIG(60 nm)) and the magnon valve stack (YIG(40)/Au(10)/YIG(20 nm)) 
were deposited on Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) (111) substrates in a sputtering system 
(ULVAC-MPS-4000-HC7 model) with a base vacuum of 1 × 10−6 Pa. After 
deposition, high-temperature annealing was carried out to further improve the 
crystalline quality of the YIG layers. A 10 nm platinum stripe (100 μm × 1,000 μm 
lateral dimensions) for SSE and SMR measurements was fabricated by standard 
photolithography combined with an argon-ion dry-etching process. Finally, an 
insulating SiO2 layer (100 nm) and a Pt/Au stripe were successively deposited 
on top of the Pt stripe for on-chip heating. Before platinum deposition, M–H 
hysteresis was measured with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, EZ-9 from 
MicroSense). After the microfabrication process, all electrical measurements were 
performed in a physical property measurement system (PPMS-9T, Quantum 
Design) with magnetic fields of up to 9 T and temperatures down to 1.8 K. A 
Keithley 2400 instrument provided a heating current Iheat to the Pt/Au stripe for 
SSE measurements, as in ref. 16, or provided a current I along the x axis in the 
platinum stripe for SMR measurements (Fig. 1a). A Keithley 2182 instrument 
was used to pick up a voltage along the platinum stripe in both the SSE and SMR 
measurements. A magnetic field was applied along the transverse direction (along 
the y axis) of the platinum stripe. Before measuring the SSE and SMR effects at 
100 K, the device was first cooled to 10 K from 300 K under Hy of −350 Oe and 
the temperature was increased to 100 K for the measurements. The SMR data at 
100 K weakly depended on the field-cooling protocols (Supplementary Section 8), 
consistent with other reports about the insensitivity of spin transfer to  
exchange bias16,32.
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Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper including the main text and 
Supplementary Information and other findings of this study are available from the 
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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